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SPLITTING RAILS

FACING THE FIGHT

Gov. Bruce Rauner proposed a state budget
that would include a cut to Illinois funding for
Amtrak trains.

The Eastern baseball team opens up a seven-game homestand at Coaches Stadium
Tuesday against the University of Illinois.
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“TELL THE TRUTH AND DON’T BE AFRAID”

City to vote
on leasing
agreements,
real estate
By Cassie Buchman
City Editor|@DEN_News

CHYNNA MILLER| THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

John Hopkins, a senior English major and a coach for Phi Kappa Theta, jumps into the arms of another coach after the Phi Kaps win against Pi
Kappa Alpha during the Tugs competition Monday in the Campus Pond.

Greek battles begin with Tugs
By Jarad Jarmon
Managing Editor | @JJarmonReporter
As the train horn blew, the crowd roared and
Tugs competitors pulled.
Straining themselves to avoid the water, at least
three tuggers were injured and without official
paramedic assistance Monday at the Campus Pond
for the first round of Tugs for Greek Week 2015.
Bree Johnson, a freshman Alpha Gamma Delta sorority tugger, was injured, limping away from
the Tugs event with the help of some of her sorority members.
Joe Ariola, a senior Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
tugger, and Dan Hernandez, a junior Pi Kappa Alpha tugger, went down after their tug, with their

For updated polls and video of
day one of Tugs visit:

dailyeasternnews.com

teammates assisting them and stretching them out
afterward.
Dean Harwood, the director of fraternity and
sorority programs, said they normally request a police officer from the University Police Department
to be present during the competition as a first responder.
He said he was not sure if an officer was requested this year. A police officer was not present
during the Monday rounds.
Despite the injuries, tuggers took their marks,

preparing for the blow of the horn.
Danny Orescanin, a senior Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity tugger, said the only thing he focused on
was the horn.
“Nothing matters except for the horn,” Orescanin said.
Several tuggers, including Chidi Obia, another
senior Lambda Chi fraternity tugger, said the brief
two minutes before the horn blew felt like an eternity.
“It feels like 20 minutes, especially the first one
of the season,” Obia said.
Several tuggers fidgeted as the officials counted
down, ready to pull the rope to ensure they did
not hit the brisk waters.
TUGS , page 5

Candidates vie for executive positions
By Luis Martinez
Administration Editor | @DEN_News
Candidates in the running for executive board
positions in the Student Government debated
Monday in the Oakland room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The five candidates included Shirmeen Ahmad,
Catie Witt, Stephen Simpson, Courtney Sage and
Derek Pierce.
Voting will begin at 12:01 a.m. Monday and
polls will close Tuesday at 11:59 p.m.
Each candidate will be unable to campaign in
the residence halls, and the candidates’ platforms
will be available on the Student Government website.
Ahmad, Witt, and Simpson will be running uncontested for Student Body President, Executive
Vice President, and Vice President of Academic
Affairs, respectively.
Sage and Pierce will both contend for the position of Vice President of Student Affairs.
During the debate, each candidate gave a speech
explaining why they were running, followed by a

period of questions from the audience.
Ahmad said her reason for attending Eastern
was because she wanted Billy the Panther as her
mascot.
“You can call me crazy, but I call it lucky,” Ahmad said. “Within the first week here at this amazing university, I found friends who are still my
greatest assets today, and I continue to meet people that I find to be valuable to my life and this
university.”
Ahmad also said the people who are a
part of Eastern are the greatest part of it.
“I have been a part of EIU student government for
three years, and in my three years, I’ve gotten to
see how the traditions of the institution have become the tradition for students, myself included,”
Ahmad said.
Witt, the current executive vice president, will
run again for her position despite being recently
elected this year.
“As a student of EIU, I’ve learned the importance of being involved, and I’ve been very fortunate, especially with having this position this past
semester and having experience, I’ve learned a lot

about the different responsibilities and expectation
that I didn’t know previously,” Witt said.
Witt also said the biggest responsibility of the
position is Student Action Team.
“The Student Action team is very important to me, and I, along with the other executive members and the other senators, have
been working really hard, and we are excited to see it be very successful,” Witt said.
Simpson started off his speech with saying how being accepted to Eastern was such an honor.
“My way of showing EIU I care is by being a
student leader,” Simpson said. “As a student leader, I have the ability to shape individuals and guide
them along their way.”
Simpson also said being involved with many organizations has exposed him to campus diversity.
“If elected as vice president of academic affairs,
I plan on creating a series of events to have students engaged,” Simpson said. “EIU has a lot to
offer students. I want to ensure the resources are
utilize.”

STUDENT GOVERNMENT, page 5

The City Council will talk about street closures for different events, renewing a leasing
agreement between the city and the Special
Olympics of Coles County, the acquiring of
new real estate, and amending water and sewer
rates during its meeting at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
in Charleston City Hall.
Resolutions to authorize the closing of
streets for A Girls on the Run 5k on April 18
and Sarah Bush Lincoln’s 2015 “Races for all
Paces” on May 16 were made.
Jackson Avenue, between Seventh and
Eighth Streets, will close on June 20 for the
CTF Illinois 9 Muses Art Fair.
Although the city could then vote against a
street closure, it is very rare.
The lease agreement between the city and
Special Olympics of Coles County will expire
on April 30. Because of this, a resolution to renew it for another year will be voted on.
The Special Olympics organizes games for
those with developmental disabilities.
They lease office space in the Charleston’s
Municipal Building.
The lease will last for another year begining
in May, and running through April 2016.
“The rent they pay is $182.07 per month,
plus $15 for reserved parking spaces,” Rennels
said.
A resolution to acquire the real estate on
1901 18th Street will be voted on.
“It is being acquired as a right of way,” Rennels said.
The property is being bought to make a
storm sewer on the south side of Garfield between 18th and 20th Streets.
The city will purchase strips of land to make
a detention facility for excess water.
Each strip of land will be 187 feet by 10 feet
wide, and has been appraised for 2.97 cents per
sq. foot. The total price will be $5,554. The
property will be paid for with motor fuel tax
funds.
Every year, the city renews water and sewer
rates, which they will do at this meeting.
“A number of years ago, we did not renew
them on an annual basis,” Rennels said. “We
looked, and discovered we’re not charging
enough to produce water.”
Because of this, it had a large rate increase,
and because the city did not want to get into
a similar situation, the city renews and checks
the rates every year to see if it needs to be
raised.
The new rate increase of 3 and a half percent
is being asked.
The average resident of Charleston uses 5,
250 gallons of water.
“A lot of people use less, a lot use more,”
Rennels said.
The overall water bill rate for an average resident will be raised by 2.34 cents.
Elections for various positions in Charleston’s government will be held Tuesday. This
will not effect the meeting, as elections are usually on Tuesdays.
Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu
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Local weather Safe zone phases give support to LGBT
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Partly Cloudy

Rain

High: 73°
Low: 64°

High: 76°
Low: 64°

For more weather visit dailyeasternnews.com
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Training sessions to
reach out to LGBTQplus community,
welcome them
to campus
By Roberto Hodge
Multicultural Editor |@BertoHodge
Im p l e m e n t e d t o a d d re s s t h e
concerns of LGBT community at
Eastern in 2009, Safe Zone has
become a campus-wide training
session, hosting as many as four
sessions each semester.
Ph a s e s o n e a n d t w o o f Sa f e
Zone training will take place at 8
a.m. and 10 a.m. Thursday April
16, in the Martinsville room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Cameron Carrara, the graduate assistant of the LGBT resource
center, said the training makes
those in the LGBT community
feel welcome on campus.
“The Safe Zone program is a
way to reach out to students, University employees and community members who identify as LGBTQ-plus, and welcome them in
all areas of the Eastern community,” Carrara said.
Safe Zones are considered areas on and around campus where
supportive people provide information and resources, and work
toward the elimination of myths,
misconceptions, and stereotypes.
The first phase of Safe Zone
training has a limit of 20 participants per-session, while phase two
has a limit of 15 participants.
The training's separate phases
cover different material. For example, phase one is open to any
one on campus who wants to become an ally for the LGBT com-

KE VIN HALL | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Safe Zone was created to address the concerns of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and ally community at
Eastern Illinois University. Safe Zones are areas on and around campus where supportive people provide information and assist in diffusing stereotypes.

munity and wants to learn more
about it in order to be more supportive. This session focuses more
on LGBT terminology, the coming out process, heterosexual privilege and more.
Phase two, however, is a more
case study and application-based
session, which will allow participants to help make the campus
more inclusive and supportive for
members of the LGBT community.
“ There is no requirement to
redo the training," Carrara said.
"Once you have completed Phase
1 you are considered a Safe Zone.
And once you have completed
Phase 2, you are identified as a

Safe Zone Ally."
Safe Zone stickers are offered
for those who complete the program. The stickers are posted on
windows or doors, letting others
know if they need to speak in confidence they are in a safe space.
“Creating this idea of a 'safe
space' is extremely vital in terms
of LGBTQ-plus individuals wellbeing on campus and in the surrounding community,” said Carrara.
He said the Safe Zones allow
those who identify as LGBTQplus to feel comfortable and safe
in a confidential environment, to
express any issues and concerns
they may have in an atmosphere

of acceptance and support and access information and educational resources, which include organizations, phone numbers, web
sources, as well as book and media sources.
“I believe that the LGBTQ-plus
community is just one part of the
spectrum of diversity,” he said.
“All too often, when we think
about diversity, we have a tendency to focus on issues of race
and religion, and we forget other
communities on our campus that
make us diverse, such as the LGBTQ community.”
Roberto Hodge can be
reached at 581-2812

Faculty senate to discuss revised resolutions
By Luis Martinez
Administration Editor| @DEN_News
The Faculty Senate will meet
Tuesday at 2 p.m. to go over proposed by-law revisions, proposed
resolutions and constitutional
amendment documents.
Gr a n t St e r l i n g , t h e c h a i r o f
Faculty Senate, said he expects
this meeting to be short.
“The only items on the agenda
that might generate much debate
are the resolutions,” Sterling said.
“ I have no clue what directions
that debate will take, but I doubt
if it will last an hour and a half.”
Sterling said the senate wants
to include two revised resolutions
on the elections ballot for a faculty vote, as opposed to the pre-

vious three resolutions originally
planned.
“A few weeks ago we had three
proposed resolutions for a faculty
vote,” Sterling said. “I have deleted one of them, which dealt with
CAA’s learning goals initiative.”
The other two resolutions deal
with Eastern’s finances.
The first resolution will require
intercollegiate athletics to spend
only what is allocated in the budget, and for the financial process
to be as open as other programs
at Eastern.
The second, staying with Eastern’s recent strategic plan, calls
for making reductions in the appropriated funds from non-academic programs to protect current academic programs to the

fullest.
“If either or both are passed,
they would be issues that would
b e p u t u p f o r a f a c u l t y vo t e ,”
Sterling said.
The Senate will also look at a
proposed revision to the senate’s
constitution.
In the proposal, the preamble
is rewritten and article 2, which
states the functions of the senate,
is incorporated into the preamble instead of being given its own
separate paragraph.
Other revisions included renaming articles to accommodate
losing the current article 2.
“ T h e c o n s t i t u t i o n a l a m e n dments have already been passed
by us, so I don’t expect any discussion on them,” Sterling said.

“They were included because the
faculty as a whole have to vote
on them before they become official.”
Sterling also said the by-law revisions are proposal for changes,
and would not be discussed until
after the amendment votes.
Faculty Senate will meet at 2
p.m. in the Booth Library conference room, afterward they will reconvene at the Open Faculty forum in Room 1255 in Coleman
Hall at 3:30 p.m.
Luis Martinez can be
reached at 581-2812
or lpmartinez@eiu.edu.
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Pride to host
week of
educational
events
By Roberto Hodge
Multicultural Editor |@BertoHodge
Pride will raise awareness about target
issues by hosting an LGBT week for the
spring semester in on Monday, April 13
through April 17.
Jason Haarmann, the president of Pride,
said the week would begin with a film at 7
p.m. Monday, April 13 in the Coleman Hall
auditorium titled “Prodigal Sons,” which is
a documentary on a transgender woman
and how she deals with stigmas, as well as
her brother who has a mental disability.
Haarmann said the intetnion of the
awareness week is to focus more on the T
spectrum for transgender individuals because the focus has previously been more on
those who are lesbian, gay and bisexual.
Haarmann said maybe society is ready to
talk about transgender issues now.
“It needs its own platform,” Haarmann
said.
Pride will also be selling T-shirts at 10
a.m. Tuesday, April 14 in the Library Quad
saying, “Gay? Fine By Me.”
That same day, they will be hosting the
“Make your Mark” event, which will feature information on those who are LGBT
and those who participate will be able to
dip their hands in paint and mark it on a
canvas.
Haarmann said this event is way of showing solidarity to youth in the LGBT community. He said LGBT youth have a higher chance of committing suicide and being
homeless because of their sexual orientation.
“It’s OK to be gay, it’s OK to be who you
are,” Haarmann said.
The week will have its second documentary called “Paris is Burning” at 5:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, April 15 in the Phipps Auditorium in the Physical Science building. This
film will focus on the drag scene in New
York during the ‘80s and their “house” culture, which provides a sense of community
and support for the performers.
Haarmann said a candle vigil in honor of those who have died for being bullied for their sexual orientation would be at
7 p.m. Thursday, April 16 at the Doudna
Steps. He said the event will include a poetry reading as well as name-calling of those
who have died.
“There’s been quite a few deaths especially in the trans community,” said Haarmann.
Phase one and two of safe zone training
will be held the same day at 8 to 10 a.m. in
the Martinsville Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
For a full calendar of events visit DailyEasternNews.com.
Roberto Hodge can be
reached at 581-2812
or rlhodge@eiu.edu.

YOUNGSTOWN APARTMENTS
Www.youngstowncharleston.com

217-345-2363

916 Woodlawn Dr. (south of 9th st.)
CAMBRIDGE STREET SALE! PRICES REDUCED!

Sign a lease between March 30-April 30 while available!












2bedroom/1.5 bath townhouses!
Units with NO Washer&Dryer $300/person
Units with Washer&Dyrer $325/person
Family (with children) $585/month
Beautifully landscaped w/views of the
Woods!
Trash and Parking included in rent
Fully Furnished Units!
Large walk in closets!
Home Away from Home feel!
Use Financial Aid to pay your rent!

youngstownapts@consolidated.net
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Durryl Rogdale, an Eastern student, listens to music while he waits for his train to Chicago Aug. 28 at the Mattoon Train Depot.

Amtrak cuts to effect student travel
By Cassie Buchman
City Editor| @DEN_News
Gov. Br u c e R a u n e r p ro p o s e d a s t a t e
budget that would include a cut to Illinois funding for Amtrak trains, effecting
students who use the service to travel to
and from home.
The proposed state budget would cut
40 percent from the current funding. The
budget proposed $26 million in funding
for Amtrak –– $16 million less than they
received the previous year.
Ma r k Ma g l i a r i , t h e A m t r a k s p o k e s person for the Chicago region, said this
amount of funding would have an impact
on Amtrak.
“The funding proposed is not enough
to maintain current ser vice levels,” he
said. “ There is not enough in the state
contracts with us to provide the same service.”
The exact changes made as a result of
the service reduction is to be decided by
the state.
“It is up to the state department how
many trains there are and how often they
go,” Magliari said.
Magliari said a lot of students used the
Amtrak trains, although he did not know
the exact amount.
“I am confident that a large number
of students going to and from Mattoon
are students, faculty, and staff from Eastern Illinois University,” he said. “Just as
Champaign is for U of I, and Carbondale
for SIU.”
In 2014, the Mattoon Amtrak station
had 42,872 departures and arrivals, with

Deposit
Special
HALF PRICE
FOR ANY SIZE
UNIT!
Until 5/8/15

almost five million riders at Illinois stations, and 56 trains running ever y day.
Amtrak also employed 1,430 Illinois residents.
The Illinois Department of Transportation said they are working closely with
the governor’s office on finding solutions
to the serious fiscal problems facing the
state, according to a statement made in
the Chicago Tribune.
IDOT said the department would keep
customers “appraised as the budget process moves forward.”
Bree Law-Lopez, a senior sociology major, said this might be bad for students.
“Most depend on the Amtrak for getting back and forth, since a lot of students are from the Chicago land area,”
she said. “A lot of students have to use
it when they’re going home, because they
can’t commute, and don’t have much of a
choice.”
Law-Lopez has used the Amtrak to get
home before, and said it saves her gas as
opposed to driving.
“It’s cheaper to get around,” she said.
Kelly Castillo, a senior kinesiology and
sports studies major, said the change in
s e r v i c e f ro m A m t r a k t r a i n s b e c a u s e o f
the cuts is potentially going to affect students.
“I think it’s going to affect them a lot,”
she said.
She used the example of her friend who
uses the Amtrak to see her family in a
hurry.
“She had to use it to get home, and it
was a family emergency,” Castillo said. “It
was her only way to get home.”

Ap ri l 7, 2015
Sigma Tau Delta Book Sale | 10 AM - 3 PM
Northeast landing of Coleman Hall

She said many students come to Eastern
from the Chicago suburbs, causing them
to need the Amtrak.
“Not ever yone has a car down here,”
she said.
Madison Henness, a senior recreation
administration major, said she felt like
many students probably could not afford
cars and needed the transportation that
the Amtrak provides.
Students at Eastern are also thinking
about the cuts and service reduction because of the effect it would have on their
families and friends.
Maddie Smith, a freshman applied engineering and technology major, said her
mom uses the Amtrak often.
“She’ll probably still continue to use
it,” Smith said. “Her experience with it
has been good, she really likes going on
the Amtrak.”
She said she did not think the reduction in service would have that much of
an effect, unless there was a dramatic increase in rates.
Ashley Robinson, a junior family and
consumer sciences major, said a lot of her
friends use the Amtrak, as well as herself.
“It would affect us because that’s how
people get around who don’t have cars,”
she said. “There’s a bus on campus, but it
only goes home on holidays. The Amtrak
goes home everyday, when you need it.”
Cassie Buchman can be
reached at 581-2812
or cjbuchman@eiu.edu

What’s Happening at EIU?

Tarble Exhibits | 10 AM - 5 PM
Southwestern Pottery and Weavings and Graduate Art exhibits on display
Quanah and Cynthia Ann Parker: The History and the Legend Exhibit | All Day
Booth Library’s spring program and exhibit series; free and open to the public
Check out more upcoming events at w w w.dailyeasternnews.com

Don’t miss a minute of coverage!

Keep up-to-date on our Facebook and Twitter pages!
@den_news
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How does one ‘sport’?
Stephanie Markham

The gay agenda
is not what you
think
I h a ve a n i n s i d e s e c re t f o r e ve r yo n e
reading this — the gay agenda is real.
While some might be shocked to learn
this information, I find it necessar y as
someone who has succumbed to the evil
albeit seductive lifestyle prescribed by the
gay agenda to warn others of its power.
Some of you may be familiar with the
term “gay agenda” from reputable news
sources like Fox News, but I shall elucidate the definition for those who may be
oblivious to its clear threat to humanity.
The gay agenda is not about achieving
human rights or marriage equality, changing discriminator y laws or the rates of
youth bullying and suicide, or any other political jargon that has been used to
brainwash you.
The goal of the gay agenda is plain and
simple — to convert as many people to
the dark side as possible.
The obvious allure of the gay lifestyle is
not enough to win everybody over, so the
gay agenda was put into place to build the
gay army up to a substantial level to take
over the world.
It may seem like an unrealistic, even
laughable goal, but consider how far they
have come to date.
It all started with a little experimen t a t i o n f r o m t h e a n c i e n t Gr e e k s , a n d
now they’ve got giant parades marching
through the streets, and even the president of the United States has voiced support for gay rights.
It’s a slipper y slope, but that’s what
they wanted.
Now that you are aware this phenomenon exists, it’s up to you to protect yourselves.
It’s much too late for me. It seemed innocent enough just accepting one of their
pamphlets and attending a few meetings.
The next thing I knew, I was a card-carrying, dues-paying member.
Now, a helpless victim, I find myself recruiting others to join the dark side; even
me writing this advice column is likely in
violation of the blood contract I signed,
and I will be severely punished.
But who could have turned it down?
All the glitter and rainbows lured me in,
and the selling points were just too good
to pass up — no pregnancy scares, being cooler overall as a person and better
in bed — I mean I just had to find out if
that was true, and there was only one way.
It’s in the mission statement. The world
will be a better, happier place when everyone just admits that they are gay; we
will emerge from our collective closet of
fear and crush the heteronormative society to pieces.
Frightening stuff, I know. But again,
it’s too late for me. Save yourselves and
beware the gay agenda.
Stephanie Markham is a junior journalism major and
can be reached at denopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL
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Coffee hour needs to be refined to produce results
Coffee Hour is a very creative and potentially beneficial way for the Charleston community and the Eastern community to come together and build bridges of communication between
the two city divisions.
Coffee Hour is an open discussion where students, faculty, staff and other Charleston residents can speak freely about what issues they are
facing in Charleston.
This discussion allows those who dwell predominantly in Eastern to voice their concerns
and issues to the Charleston community, giving
the community an opportunity to help in whatever way they can.
It is also meant to allow Eastern students, faculty and staff to help with the concerns and issues brought up by the rest of the Charleston
community.
In theory, this could be a positive outlet to
improve conditions of various aspects in Charleston, whether it is through easing racial tensions
or the apparent disconnect between the Charles-

ton community and the Eastern community.
Unfortunately, this concept does not seem fully fleshed out making the great discussions addressed during Coffee Hour at the Jackson Avenue Coffee meaningless.
At the latest Coffee Hour, a small number of
people went to join in the discussion. Those who
attended are regulars to the event including Jeannie Ludlow, an English professor. President Bill
Perry and Mayor Larry Rennels have also attended previous Coffee Hours.
It is great that these influential figures attend
the meeting, but because of the open, free form
nature of the discussion, it is not guaranteed
that anyone who attends should or will act upon
what was heard.
There is nothing to say something will actually come of what is discussed.
It is crucial that something or someone is accountable to work to improve or assist those who
have complaints.
It is great that taboo topics like racial discrimi-

nation and a lack of diversity are brought up, but
there is no point to it if nothing is done or if no
one is tasked with spearheading any movement
to initiate change.
Attendance, which was small at this latest one,
is also key to the actual benefits of the event.
People need to attend in order to understand different perspectives in the community.
It success is dependent on the masses who attend. The Eastern community and the Charleston community need to attend to understand
the other side.
The success of the Coffee Hour hinges on
these two factors. Actions need to come out of
these discussions.
It is a brilliant idea to link two communities
who live amongst each other; however, adjustments need to be made for something other than
talking to come about.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

For those who are athletically challenged
Just the other day, a guy friend of mine
stopped me in the hall and asked me if I was
going to watch the game.
I stared at him quizzically and asked,
“What?”
“The game, you know? You gonna watch
it?” He beamed at me excitedly. I sort of chortled and shook my head at him.
I told the guy that I didn’t watch sports—
never kept up with them, and I never felt the
need to do so in the first place.
When I was young, of course, I’d sit and
watch basketball with my father even though I
had no idea what was going on.
I guess even then sports just weren’t really my thing. Anyway, I let my bud know that
if sports didn’t exist at all, then I wouldn’t really care.
In fact, I corrected, I said that I’d be happy
as ever. He went bug eyed as if I’d just insulted
every last one of his ancestors.
Now, if any of you have ever seen me at
any of the football games at school, it is for
one reason and one reason only. I mean, come

Marge Clemente
on. I know none of you can sit there reading this and not know exactly what I’m talking about—beautiful men in uniform from
our school and even just as absurdly handsome
ones from the opposing team.
And if you catch me screaming at one of
these games, it sure isn’t because I’m looking
at that scoreboard and keeping track of who’s
winning and who’s losing.
To be frank, I don’t get football. I’ve had
people look at me and say, “It’s not rocket science, Marge.” The thing is, you can sit there
all day trying to explain to me what those little
x’s and o’s mean and it’s all Greek to me, still. I

distinctly remember meeting this lovely young
gentleman who played football our freshmen
year here.
I saw him wearing his jersey that afternoon
and I mustered the courage to ask him about
it. It would be a miracle if I could remember
his number, but he was gorgeous.
That same afternoon, he attempted to draw
a small diagram of what football was like.
All I saw were his lips moving, so every now
and I then, I nodded whenever I felt it was
appropriate and added occasional, mm hm’s,
uh-huh’s and oh, really’s when I thought it was
appropriate to do so. He finally caught on to
my blank, happy gaze and stopped trying.
Sports and me = oil and water. That’s a no
no. We do not mix! Since high school, I’ve
considered myself athletically challenged.
Enough said.
Marge Clemente is a senior English major and
can be reached at denopinions@gmail.com.
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(Left-to-Right) Catie Witt, Derek Pierce, Stephen Simpson, Courtney Sage, and Shirmeen Ahmad, all apart of student government, sit at a debate discussing candidates platforms at the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Monday in the Oakland room. Student government elections will take place Mon. April 13.

The vice president of student affairs
position is contested between to candidates, Sage and Pierce.
Sage, the current speaker of the senate, said when she first arrived at Eastern,
the phrase “We are EIU” has stood with
her during her time here.
“Through my involvement in student
government, I have learned that not only
are We EIU, but EIU is us,” Sage said.
“As student leaders, it is our responsibility to promote our school and remind

students why we are proud to be at this
university.”
Sage also said in her current position
in student government, she tries to instill this idea into the minds of the student body, and it is the same message she
wishes to continue should she be elected.
Pierce said when he first came to Eastern; he came because he loved the campus environment.
“If elected the next vice president of
student affairs, I look to meet with ev-

ery RSO that our school offers and try
to help them increase involvement and
memberships,” Pierce said. “My goal
is to form a tight relationship with the
RSOs and establish a joint effort so students can easily find the location, date,
and time of each RSOs meeting and, or
events.”
After each of the candidates delivered
their platform speeches, they were asked
questions from the audience, including
Reginald Thedford, the current student

body president.
One of the questions Thedford ask
was how the candidates would create
and maintain a cohesive executive board.
“This year’s board has taught me lot
because we were connected right away,
right off the bat,” Ahmad said. “One
of the things that I think really made a
difference into our executive board was
how much we worked in the summer
and how much passion we used to put
into that.”

Ahmad also said there are other things
the executives focus on in their lives, but
what they can all focus on at Eastern is
student government
The students will receive a link to
each of the candidates platform speeches, and voting will begin Monday and
conclude Tuesday.
Luis Martinez can be
reached at 581-2812
or lpmartinez@eiu.edu

Women in athletics to discuss industry Lecture
By Stephanie White
Entertainment Editor | @DEN_News
The importance of women in the
sports industry will be discussed
Thursday night in University Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Women who were and are currently involved in the sports industry will be visiting Eastern as a part
of the second annual Women in the
Sport Industry Round Table discussion.
The women who will speak include Joni Comstock, senior vice
president at NCAA; Maria Woods,
senior associate athletic director at University of Illinois; Kathy
Schniedwind, the retired head athletic trainer for Illinois State; and

Angela Nicholson, head coach of
Eastern’s women softball team.
Nicholson said this is her first year
participating in the discussion. The
talk will be a question and answer
session, so the topics are dependent
of what the audience asks.
“I am involved because I am a
mother of four children, so (the
school) really wanted to have someone speak about being in athletics,
coaching and also being a mother
and how it all works,” she said.
She said a main topic she plans to
cover would be how she tries to balance home and work life.
“I am very lucky to have a spouse
who was also a Division One athlete, so he knows what this life is
like,” Nicholson said. “He actually
became a stay-at-home dad to watch

Talent Show
hosted by The Agency
Thursday, April 9th 7pm
Pemberton Grand Hall
Entry fee:
$1 or a canned good
to be donated to the
Salvation Army

our children and get them to where
they need to go, such as practices
and games.”
She said she makes an effort to attend her children’s sporting events.
“I also try to make as many practices/games and be there to support
them. When I cannot my husband
films everything so I can watch it at
home with the kids,” she said.
Woods said although only women are speaking, men attendees can
learn from the discussion.
She said it is a way for men to
realize what women can do in the
field.
Nicholson said the talk could relate to fathers of young girls who
play sports.
“There are many fathers who are
coaches who can apply this to their

life,” she said. “(Men) may one day
marry a woman who is involved in
athletics or coaching and learn how
to be a supportive spouse and father
for his partner,” she said.
Both Nicholson and Woods said
they want people to understand
women can be successful in the
sports world and maintain a positive
family life.
“I love the fact that my kids get
to see their mom work, I feel like it’s
good for my girls to see that they can
be just like their mom,” Nicholson
said. “My son gets to see that women
can do anything that men can do.”
Stephanie White can be
reached at 581-2812
or at sewhite2@eiu.edu.

pushed
to April
Staff Report

Barbara King, author of the book
“How Animals Grieve,” was to come to
talk to students about her book in the lecture hall at the Doudna Fine Arts Center
March 26th but was canceled due to an
illness.
The name of the lecture, which is the
same title as her book, has been rescheduled to take place at 5 p.m. April 30.
The lecture will be based off her research she used in her book, which examines emotion, cognition and the many behaviors of elephants, cats and birds.
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After inching closer to the
pond, the Phi Kappa Theta
fraternity team gained a second wind, allowing them to
nab the victory over Pi Kappa Alpha in the Big Men’s division, the first Tugs victory
for the chapter. They won after 1:35 minutes.
They will go on to face the
Sigma Chi fraternity at 4 p.m.
Wednesday at the Campus
Pond in the Big Men’s Division.
Three others tug rounds
within the division will also
take place Wednesday. The
Sigma Pi fraternity will face
the Sigma Pi Epsilon fraternity. The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity and the Sigma Nu
fraternity will tug against each
other. The Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity and the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity will take each
other on as well.
Alex Hopkins, the Phi Kappa Theta tugging coach said
they were able to pull through
in the end because of their
training. He said they trained
on endurance so they were

CURRENT TUG TEAM FAN PICKS
BIG
MEN’S DIVISION

LITTLE
MEN’S DIVISION

WOMEN’S
DIVISION

26% SIGMA PI

26% SIGMA PI 20% ALPHAPHI

17% SIGMACHI

24% LAMBDA 18% KAPPA

17% LAMBDA
CHIALPHA

12% ALPHA

CHIALPHA
SIGMA

EPSILON

DELTA

13% ALPHA
SIGMATAU

*Top three teams shown based on polls from dailyeasternnews.com

prepared to hold out.
“They are a great bunch
of guys, and we all worked
hard,” Hopkins said.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon won
against Delta Tau Delta in
one of the three Little Men’s
Division rounds Monday.
They took the victory after
2:25 minutes, the longest tug
of the day. Both teams stood
shaky but firm throughout

their tug.
Delta Tau Delta fell short
after a few falls from some
tuggers of the team.
In the two other Little
Men’s Division rounds, Sigma
Phi Epsilon grabbed the victory over the Sigma Chi fraternity after 1:22 minutes, and
Lambda Chi Alpha gained
a win over Sigma Nu after a
brief 55 seconds.

Sigma Phi Epsilon will take
on Sigma Pi at 4 p.m. Friday
Buy one ad at open rate price; receive the
at the Campus Pond in the
next 30% off!
next round of the Little Men’s Clean! Comfortable!
Division. In the same diviBuy two ads at open rate price; receive the
third 40% off!
sion, Lambda Chi Alpha will
AFFORDABLE!
move on to face Sigma Alpha
Epsilon the same day.
Alpha Gamma Delta, despite having a brief burst of Call or text 217-345-4001
Call Rachel at 217-581-2816 or email denads@eiu.edu
energy in the middle of the
or visit eiuliving.com
tug, lost to the Alpha Phi sorority in 1:23 minutes. Alpha
Phi will move on to the next
1, 2, and 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
round in the Women’s Division. They will take on the AlAVAILABLE SUMMER & FALL
pha Sigma Tau sorority during
Wednesday’s tugs.
For Appointment
*Quiet
Also in within the Wom217-348-7746
locations
en’s Division Wednesday, the
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorori*As low as
820 Lincoln Ave
ty and the Delta Zeta sorori- $285/mo each
Office Hours:
ty will tug; the Sigma Sigma
person
9-5 M-F, 9-3 Sat
Sigma sorority and the Delta
Delta Delta sorority will tug;
www.CharlestonILApts.com
and the Kappa Delta sorority
and the Sigma Kappa sorority will tug.
Available Now, Summer or Fall 2015
Jarad Jarmon can be
reached at 581-2812
or denmanaging@gmail.com

CLASSIFIEDS
Help wanted
Waitress wanted part-time. Apply after
4 pm. Need to be here during breaks.
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
___________________________4/9

Sublessors
University Village- 1 BR, $735. Water,
cable, internet. Couples welcome, pet
friendly. Summer availability.
773-841-8039
___________________________4/7

For rent
LOOKING FOR QUALITY HOUSING
FOR NEXT YEAR!? Check us out! 1-6
Bedrooms.
www.EIUforrent.com 217-345-2982
___________________________4/6
2015 School year:
RCRRENTALS.COM 217-345-5832
___________________________4/6
AVAILABLE FALL 2015 - NEXT TO
BUZZARD/DOUDNA - 2 & 3 BR, 1812
9th St.
sammyrentals.com
217-549-4011, 217-348-0673
CALL OR TEXT.
___________________________4/7
For Rent Fall 2015. 2-4 BR house, 2
blocks from campus. W/D, dishwasher, great parking, and nice yard.
Call or text 276-7003.
__________________________4/10
4 BR, 2 bath home, 3-4 tenants (307
Polk Ave). Close to campus. Concrete drive, huge patio, and front
porch. Very well maintained! High
efficiency furnace, C/A, washer/dryer.
Contact Pam at 549-5402. Pictures
on Craigslist under address.
__________________________4/10
4 BR, 2 bath home. 3-4 tenants
(1526 3rd St.) On campus. Very
nice, clean, well maintained. High
efficiency furnace, C/A, washer/dryer. Nice private backyard and big
front porch.
Contact Pam at 549-5402. Pictures
available on Craigslist under address.
__________________________4/10
BOWERS RENTALS 1-5 BR homes…
All located south of Lincoln Avenue…Starting at $275/mo.
217-345-4001 eiuliving.com
__________________________4/10

Good Housing, Proven Management
1 person from $350-440
2 persons from $290/person
Groups of 3 or 4 RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS


woodrentals.com

For rent
Awesome 3 BR Townhouse. One unit
left!
Call 24 hours for details 630-505-8374.
__________________________4/10
5 BR apartment very clean, all inclusive. 1 and 2 BR also available.
eiuforrent.com
217-345-2982
__________________________4/14
2 bedroom furnished apartments, quiet, near campus, all utilities and internet included, no pets.
549-2615
__________________________4/16
Now Leasing to Fall 2015- AffordableLarge, Beautiful and Spacious 1 and 2
BR Unfurnished Apts. On the Square
over Z's Music. Trash and Water InclLow Utilities- All New AppliancesLaundry On-Site- Apply 345-2616
__________________________4/17
4 bedroom 2 bath pats
Across from Lantz. Free cable/internet. Fully furnished. $380 a month.
$100 Sign-on bonus
217-345-3353
__________________________4/17
6 Bedroom house includes a studio
cottage for 1, 6 total 10 MONTH
LEASE 1906 11th, $275 each. Large
yard and patio, A/C, D/W, W/D.
217-345-3273.
__________________________4/17
3-6 bedroom house 10 MONTH
LEASE 1521 2nd, $275 each. A/C,
W/D, off-street parking.
217-345-3273
__________________________4/17
3-5 bedroom house 10 MONTH
LEASE 1836 11th. $275 each, covered
patio, A/C, D/W, W/D.
217-354-3273
__________________________4/17
WOW! SAVE $1700 off your lease
year!!! BrooklynheightsEIU.com MelroseOnFourth.com. Furnished, washer & dryer, balcony, walk-in closets,
free tanning, 24 hr fitness rooms.
Roommate matching available.
217-345-5515. ACT FAST!
Leasing@melroseonfourth.com
__________________________4/30
South Campus Suites 2 bedroom 1
bath townhouses available for Fall
2015. Fully furnished, all-inclusive
price $475! Call us today for your
apartment showing.
Stay Unique 217-345-RENT (7368).
unique-properties.net
__________________________4/30

For rent
Very spacious 5 bedroom house
available at 1705 & 1707 9th St. for
15-16! Great location, all-inclusive
pricing, W/D.
Stay Unique 217-345-RENT (7368)
www.unique-properties.net
__________________________4/30
Properties available on 7th St. 5 or 6
BR houses. Studio, 3, or 4 BR apts.
Most utilities paid on apts.
Call 217-855-8521.
__________________________4/30
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
Over 20 years experience.
345-4489. www.woodrentals.com
__________________________4/30
FOR 2015-2016, VERY NICE 1, 2 & 3
BEDROOM HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 1/2 BLOCK TO 3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS.
CALL 217-493-7559.
MYEIUHOME.COM
__________________________4/30
3 BR APTS, 820 Lincoln Ave. 1 block
from EIU, all kitchen appliances,
water & trash pd.
217-348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________4/30
FOR 2015-2016 VERY NICE 2 + 3 BEDROOM / 2 BATH APARTMENTS. REFINISHED BALCONIES, CODED ENTRY
INTO BUILDING, CABLE AND INTERNET INCLUDED IN RENT! RIGHT BEHIND MCHUGH'S, LESS THAN A BLOCK
FROM CAMPUS!
217-493-7559. myeiuhome.com
__________________________4/30
FOR SUMMER OR FALL: 1, 2, & 3 BR
APTS. as low as $285/person. All appliances, some with dishwasher, W/D,
or garage. Trash pd., some with water
pd. As close as 3 blocks to EIU.
Carlyle Apartments
348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
___________________________5/4
AVAILABLE NOW: Deluxe 1 BR apt.,
117 W. Polk. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher, W/D. Trash pd.
348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
___________________________5/4
FOR 2015: 1, 2, & 3 BR APTS.
Carlyle Apartments
348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
___________________________5/4
STORAGE UNITS - 4x12 to10x30 348-7746
___________________________5/4

For rent
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR 2015-16 SCHOOL YEAR, $185 PER
STUDENT FOR A 10 MONTH LEASE.
CALL 345-3664.
___________________________5/4
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2015 Studio 1,
2 and 3 bedroom apartments. Great
locations.
PPWRentals.com 217-348-8249
___________________________5/4
PPWRentals.com 217-348-8249
___________________________5/4
Fall 2015- 5 bedroom and 3 bedroom,
recently remodeled, free 50" LCD TV
included, one month free rent.
217-549-1628
___________________________5/4
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL!
Apt. with 1 bedroom loft. Furnished
for a couple or single. $385 for 1 or
$435 for 2. 1/2 duplex- 1 block N. of
O'Brien Field for school year 20152016.
Call Jan 345-8350.
___________________________5/4
Available Summer and Fall 2015. 1, 2
and 3 apartments, water and trash included. Plenty of parking. Buchanan
Street Apartments.
217-345-1266
___________________________5/4
NO CAR? CLOSE ENOUGH TO WALK.
Rentals for 1, 2, 3, or 4 within a block
to EIU. Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
345-4489. www.woodrentals.com
___________________________5/4
One house 3 people $250 each, 2 people $300 each. 11 month lease, W/D.
1521 11th Street.
Call 549-7031
___________________________5/4
Fall 2015- 1 bedroom apartments, all
inclusive near Buzzard.
RCRRentals.com or 217-345-5832
___________________________5/4
Fall 2015- 3 bedroom, 3 bath duplex
east of campus.
RCRRentals.com or 217-345-5832
___________________________5/4
3, 4 bedroom house near campus,
$275 per bedroom, includes all appliances and water/trash service.
217-273-1395
___________________________5/4
1109 4th St. 4 BR House, W/D and garbage included. $250/person.
232-4312
___________________________5/4

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472

THIS IS NO JOKE.....................
FIRST MONTH RENT FREE!!
SO MANY LOCATIONS!
THE MILLENIUM.. CENTURY CROSSING..
EAST VIEW.. CAMPUS EDGE.. THE COURTYARD..
SOUTH CAMPUS SUITES

YOU CHOOSE!!
UNIQUEPROPERTIES.NET

Get all the latest news and sports info,
Like the Daily Eastern News on Facebook!

www.dailyeasternnews.com
Like us on Facebook and Twitter!
read. share. connect
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Junior outfielder Jennette Isaac, throws the ball during the Eastern softball game Saturday against Tennessee Tech. The Panthers current conference record is 7-7, which puts them in sixth
place in the Ohio Valley Conference standings.

Panthers set to take on Ball State in doubleheader
By Sean Hastings
Staff reporter|@DEN_Sports
The Eastern softball team will take a
break from their conference schedule and
will be facing Ball State in a pair of nonconference games on Tuesday in Muncie,
Ind.
T h e Pa n t h e r s a r e c o m i n g o f f a 2 - 2
weekend. They were able to beat Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville one out of two
games in the doubleheaders against each
school.
Their overall season record stands at 1218. The Panthers current conference record is 7-7, which puts them in sixth place
in the Ohio Valley Conference standings.
This will be the second and third meeting of the year between the two schools.
Ball State beat Eastern 3-2 on Feb. 15 at
the Auburn Tiger Invitational.

“We just have to clear
our heads from this past
weekend , and keep
moving forward and
regain the confidence.”
- April Markowski, junior
outfielder
Ball State comes into the doubleheader
with a 16-18 overall record and is 4-1 in
their conference games.
Despite losing the first meeting of the

year, head coach Angie Nicholson said that
they are more confident heading into these
games.
A f t e r p l a y i n g t h e m o n c e , t h e y h a ve
learned how Ball State plays and will be
prepared for them this time around.
“We really lost to Ball State, because of
their bunts,” junior April Markowski said.
“We really struggled there, but defensively we have improved greatly on bunt defense.”
The Panthers lacked hitting last weekend despite the solid pitching performances by freshmen Jessica Wireman and Michelle Rogers and plans to improve that in
these games.
They were only able to score six runs
when Rogers and Wireman gave up a combined 8 runs in the four games.
“We just have to clear our heads from
this past weekend, and keep moving for-

ward and regain that confidence,” Markowski said. “We can’t dwell on the past.
Or we can just perfect the swinging bunt,
everyone is always safe on those hits.”
Rogers and Wireman will be the two
starting pitchers this weekend as they continue to succeed on the mound.
Rogers comes into the games at 6-8 with
a team leading 3.46 earned run average in
91 innings pitched. In those 91 innings,
She has 53 strikeouts and has appeared in
21 out of 30 games for the Panthers.
For Wireman, she comes in at 5-9 with a
4.87 ERA and 77 2/3 innings pitched. She
has struck out 56 batters on the season.
Game one is scheduled for a first pitch at
1 p.m. and game two will follow right after at 3 p.m.
Sean Hastings can be
reached at 581-2812
or smhastings@eiu.edu.

Men’s golf team finishes 20th at Arkansas State
By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter|@Banash5
The Eastern men’s golf team finished
20 th in the 21-team Arkansas State Red
Wolves Intercollegiate tournament over
the weekend. The Panthers finished with
a stroke total of 940, ahead of Meridian
(MS) Community College, who finished
with 952 strokes.
Senior James Jansen led all Panthers
with 229 strokes, while fellow senior Oscar Borda followed with 230 strokes to
lead the Panthers.
Jansen shot 13-over-par tying for 52nd
place overall in the tournament and Borda
finished tied for 58th place.
Sophomores Marcus Dahlin and Daniel Hughes placed third and fourth for the
Panthers, with 239 and 242 strokes, respectively.

Freshman Nick Yuhas rounded out the
Panthers Top 5, finishing with 248 strokes.
Delta State emerged with the team victor y following the two-day tournament
that began on Saturday.
A total of four Statesmen golfers finished within two strokes of each other.
Senior Chad Cupples led the way for
the Statesmen, tied for 4 th place shooting
1-over par with a total 217 strokes.
Senior Brad Thornton and junior
Reed Lindsey followed with 219 and 220
strokes.
Thornton finished tied for ninth, while
Lindsey tied for 12 place.
So p h o m o r e Z a c k Pr i t c h e t t f i n i s h e d
within two strokes of Lindsey with 222.
DePaul finished second place in the
team categor y, as sophomore Jonathan
Hewitt led the Blue Demons with 217
strokes, to tie with Cupples for fourth

place.
Freshman Freddy Thomas was the only
other Blue Demon to finish in the Top 10.
Thomas finished tied for seventh place
with 218 strokes.
Te n n e s s e e Te c h Un i ve r s i t y t o o k 3 rd
place overall, and had two players finish
in the Top 5.
Senior Lee Whitehead and junior
Mitchell Thomas finished tied for first and
fourth, respectively.
Whitehead shot 4-under with 212
strokes for the tournament, while Thomas finished 1-over.
Whitehead tied with Nicholls State senior Andri Bjornssen for the top prize. Senior Jordan Fahel of Illinois State took
third place shooting 2-under and was the
only player to finish untied in the Top-10.
The host team, Arkansas State, took
four th place in the tournament, while

Oh i o Va l l e y C o n f e re n c e m e m b e r Te nnessee-Martin rounded out the Top Five
teams in the tournament.
The Red Wolves were led by freshman
Tanner Napier’s 220 strokes, as he finished
tied for 12 th place. Junior Seth Garner and
sophomore Matthew Loiacaino tied for
15 th, with 221 strokes apiece.
UT-Martin was led by freshman Hunter Richardson, who finished tied for ninth
with 219 strokes.
He was the Skyhawks only Top 10 finisher.
The Panthers will return to action in
two weeks for the Xavier Invitational in
Cincinnati.
Blake Nash can be
reached at 581-2812
or banash@eiu.edu

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: @EIUBaseball will take on the University of Illinois Tuesday at Coaches Stadium at 3 p.m.

S ports

Sports Editor
Bob Reynolds
217 • 581 • 2812
DENSportsdesk@gmail.com
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Panthers to host nationallyranked Fighting Illini Tuesday
By Bob Reynolds
Sports Editor|@BobReynoldsDEN
The Eastern baseball team opens up a sevengame homestand at Coaches Stadium Tuesday
against the University of Illinois.
Eastern is coming off its first win of the season
Saturday at Tennessee Tech in which it won 14-2.
Panther red-shirt junior pitcher Matt Wivinis
threw 7 2/3 innings and let up two unearned runs
for Eastern.
Illinois is coming off a 3-game sweep of the
Northwestern Wildcats in Evanston. The Fighting
Illini are ranked No. 18 in the National College
Baseball Writers Association Top 25 poll.
Eastern coach Jimmy Schmitz said Illinois is a
team that puts a lot of pressure on the other teams’
defense in terms of stealing.
“They have a lot of guys that run with pretty good speed,” he said. “Pitching is what really stands out. Strikeouts to walks are really well.
Pitching is what has taken them a long way.”
Illinois is fourth in the Big Ten with 40 stolen
bases and has attempted 53 this season.
Senior Will Krug leads the Illini in stolen bases
with nine in 11 attempts on the season. Red-shirt
sophomore Adam Walton is 8-for-10 in stolen bases this season.
Two Illini pitchers have earned run averages
under one. Junior Kevin Duchene has started six
games this season for Illinois and has a 0.64 ERA
with a 4-1 record.
Junior Tyler Jay has appeared in 17 games this
season and has an ERA of 0.84. He has pitched 23
innings and has struck out 36 batters.
Schmitz plans to start red-shirt senior Christian
Slazinik in Tuesday’s game against Illinois.
Slazinik, on the season, is 0-4 with a 12.23
ERA.
Schmitz said Slazinik has been pitching well as
of late, and he is trying to find that third arm for
the weekend.
Slazinik has allowed four runs over 6 2/3 innings pitched in the last three games.
“He competed,” Schmitz said. “He was aggressive. I really liked how he’s pitched. That is how he
has done it before. I think he is looking at it is that
it is his time to just say here it is and stop worrying
about all of the other stuff.”
The Panthers have been one of the top hitting
teams in the Ohio Valley Conference as of late.
Eastern has scored 40 runs over its past four
games, which include the 3-game series at Tennessee Tech and a mid-week against Illinois State
About two weeks ago Schmitz made the move
to put freshmen Joe Duncan and Cal Hennemann
as the top two hitters in the lineup.
Duncan is hitting .411 in his last seven games
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Women’s
tennis team
enters final
road contest
By Chris Picazo
Staff Reporter|@DEN_Sports
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Demetre Taylor, a red-shirt junior outfielder attempts a hit at the Panthers game Tuesday
against Illinois State at Coaches Stadium. Taylor had three hits in the game.

and Schmitz said he likes the way Duncan has
played as of late.
“He can run,” he said. “He has been one of the
better runners we have had here. His job is to get
on base. His job is to hit the ground ball. I like
that he kind of feels comfortable with his role.”

The Panthers and Fighting Illini will get underway at 3 p.m. at Coaches Stadium Tuesday.
Bob Reynolds can be
eached at 581-2812
or rjreynolds@eiu.edu.

The Eastern women’s tennis team (11-4) is heading to Nashville, Tenn. to face Belmont (4-13) after
winning 5-2 against Jacksonville State Saturday.
The Panthers have now won nine of its last 10
matches and with a win against JSU, the team is at
6-1 for Ohio Valley Conference play for the season
placing them fourth in the conference.
The Panthers were able to get four of its five points
from single matches.
Sophomore Kelly Iden defeated sophomore Claudia Marsala in straight sets 6-3, 6-3. Junior Ali Foster defeated junior Olivia Nguyen in straight sets 6-1,
6-3.
Senior Sephora Boulbahaiem defeated senior Zoe
Bizinos in straight sets 6-1, 6-3. Sophomore Kamile
Stadalninkaite defeated senior Danielle Kerindi in
three sets 7-6, 0-6, 12-10.
Freshman Grace Summers played a hard fought
match but fell short in three sets against freshman
Genevie Ulanday 4-6, 7-5, 10-7.
Junior Hannah Kimbrough lost in straight sets
against sophomore Sadey St. Amant 6-2, 6-3.
The Panthers were also able to get the doubles
point winning two of three matches.
No. 1 doubles Boulbahaiem and Summers defeated Marsala and Ulanday 8-4 and No. 2 doubles Foster and Kimbrough defeated Bizinos and sophomore
Diana Miceta 8-1.
No. 3 doubles Iden and Stadalninkaite were were
down 7-6 against Kerindi and St. Amant, but they
were
Belmont is coming off a 7-0 loss against Murray
State Saturday, and the team has lost nine of its last
10 matches.
With the loss, Belmont is now 1-5 in OVC play
and is eighth in the conference.
No. 1 singles for Belmont sophomore Lindsey
Whitehead is 3-17 for singles this season and 0-6 in
OVC contests. No. 2 singles sophomore Laura Van
Eeckhoudt is 5-17 overall and 1-5 in OVC content.
No. 3 singles junior Kendall Warren is 7-10 overall and 3-3 in OVC contests. No.4 singles sophomore
Abbie Mather is 4-13 overall and 0-4 in OVC contests.
No. 5 singles freshman Suzanna Stapler is 10-8
overall and 3-1 in OVC contests. No. 6 singles junior
Ann Lauren Fiepke is 7-7 overall and 0-1 in OVC
contests.
Chris Picazo can be
reached at 581-2812
or cepicazo@eiu.edu.

Future Panthers earn post-season honors
By Blake Nash
Staff Reporter|@Banash
The Eastern men’s basketball team’s recruiting class for the 2015-16 season was awarded
with postseason honors last week.
All four of the incoming players were honored for their outstanding play this year, including three high school players being honored with first team all-state accolades. Those
players include Lucas Jones, Marshawn Blackmon and Casey Teson.
Jones, who played at Shawnee Mission East
High School in Kansas, earned first team Class
6A honors, after averaging a double-double
every game season with 17 points and 11 rebounds per game. Jones has started since his
sophomore year, which included a run to the
Kansas state championships, where his team
finished fourth.
Jones’ high school coach Shawn Hair knows
Eastern coach Jay Spoonhour, having received
his master’s degree from Southwest Missouri
State, now Missouri State, where Spoonhour’s

father Charlie was the head coach at the time.
“I’ve known Coach Spoonhour for a long
time,” Hair said. “He’s been watching Lucas
play AAU the last few years, and when he visited, he completely sold Eastern to him.”
Spoonhour said that Jones’ ability to make
plays is what spurred him to sign the 6-7 forward.
“Lucas is very tough, active kid,” said
Spoonhour. “Fundamentally, he has the ball
skills to make the right plays, and knows the
plays to make. I am really looking forward to
having him here.”
Spoonhour’s two Missouri recruits, Blackmon and Teson, earned first-team all-state
honors at the 5A and 4A levels.
Blackmon, a 6-4 swingman, played at Fort
Zumwalt South High School in St. Louis,
while averaging 22 points and 9.3 rebounds
per game. He ranked 8th in the Metro area in
scoring and 20th in rebounding, while leading
his team to a Sectional birth this season.
“Marshawn’s a hard-working, athletic guy,”
Spoonhour said. He works real hard at all areas

of his game and he’s willing and able to do the
dirty work required for his team to win.”
Blackmon will join an Eastern roster next
season that includes fellow St. Louis players
freshman Cornell Johnston and leading scorer in junior forward Trae Anderson. Blackmon
scored 24 points in a matchup with Teson and
his high school of St. Charles.
Teson hit a game-winning layup after stealing the ball at midcourt, in a 99-97 double
overtime victory over Blackmon’s Bulldogs. Teson scored 35 points that night and broke the
school’s career scoring record of 1,754 points.
He shot 41.3 percent from three point range
this season, while leading the Pirates to a Class
4A State Championship. In that game, the Pirates trailed by 21 points, but were able to
mount a comeback to win the championship
for the first time since 1957.
Teson finished with a game-high 35 points,
including a state record 29 points in the second half.
“Everybody likes guys that make shots, and
Casey can certainly do that,” Spoonhour said.

“I wouldn’t say he is just a shooter, though. He
scores in a many ways and he handles the ball
and passes as well as anyone. “
Junior college transfer A.J. Riley will arrive at Eastern after a stint with John A. Logan
College. Riley led the Volunteers to the opening round of the National Junior College Athletic Association’s national finals, where they
were defeated by Cape Fear.
“A.J. can do a variety of things including ‘point-guard plays’ regardless of where he
is playing on the floor,” Spoonhour said “He
can drive it, score in the post and he is a really
good rebounder.”
Riley, of Peoria, scored 14 points that game,
and averaged 9.5 points and 4.2 rebounds per
game during the season. He scored 19 points
in the Volunteers upset of No. 1 ranked Vincennes University to reach the NJCAA Tournament.
Blake Nash can be
reached at 581-2812
or banash@eiu.edu

